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ABSTRACT

The role of the media in protection of women’s rights cannot be ignored. However, it is a

common perception among media scholars today, that there is a progressive shrinkage in

media coverage on women’s issues. The study shows that the ratio of men to women is

49:51, yet women are still stereotyped as dependant and passive beings who barely

contribute to the development process within the society.

The study is based on the assumption that media hasn’t given enough recognition,

assistance and attention, in relation to portrayal of women’s issues. The study also sets

out to highlight the different ways in which media portrays women. The New Vision and

The Daily Monitor newspapers were selected as the media houses for the case study, due

to their wide circulation all over Uganda.

The different methods of research that were employed to carry out this study were both

qualitative and quantitative in nature. Content analysis of the two papers of 2000, 2004

and 2008 were purposively sampled. Expert sampling was employed to carry out the

interviews.

The study findings prove the hypothesis of the study right. Most of the news about

women was stereotypical, based on beauty and fashion, and defined women mostly in

their ‘natural’ role as mothers and wives, rather than contributors to societal

developments. The study generally recommends the media to highlight women’s

contribution, whether in political, economical or social spheres.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Background of the study

Uganda’s population is largely rural with women forming the bulk of the labor force, yet

their issues are least represented in the media. By Patriarchal construction, women fall to

second class citizens discriminated right from birth, like foreigners, they do not own land

which is the most economic resource/collateral. Their low economic status impairs them

to access education, credit, power and media interaction, yet information is one of the

strongest tool of empowerment or development.

Women’s access to and control of the media and other sources of information is limited,

particularly in the rural areas. Rural women form about 88% of the rural population,

though the majority of their concerns do not feature proportionately in the media. Most

information is targeted to urban areas.

According to census reports, the urban population has changed from having a male

majority from 1989-1990 to a female majority by 2004, a country report notes. These

dynamic changes pose new challenges in national gender planning. One of the media

assertions is that they serve the majority of the rural population; this is a glaring irony

which is not even defendable for the urban case.

There is insufficient access to use of the mass media in promoting women’s positive

contribution to society. Radio is the most effective means of communication from

government to rural areas. But few women own radios in homesteads, and besides radios

are controlled by the husband, hence communication channels tend to serve the interests

and values of the men with status and leadership predominantly. The few programmes

which target women are best contextualize women in traditional roles and tend to ignore

the women’s positive achievements in other spheres like administration, politics, and

professions like engineering, etc. this is an urgent ideological problem that needs to be

addressed.
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Regional media services are still poor and adversely affected by high illiteracy rates

among women. The main body of information is formatted in English the official

language for lack of a common national language. Though some translation has been

introduced, a lot is still desired in terms of space and airtime given to women

programmes, research, and womenparticipation in media programmes in form of

feedback.

Since the National Resistance Movement (NRM) took over power in 1986, under the

leadership of President Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, there has been some positive increase

in women’s activities in the social, economic, and political fields. However, portrayal of

women’s issues by the media is still low compared to that of their male counterparts.

In the mass media, women’s absence in top positions, or even worse, in the journalism

profession should surely raise great concern. A senior reporter with “The New Vision “,

Gilbert Mubiru, blamed the low presence of women in the mass media on harsh working

conditions ofjournalists in the developing countries. This presents another challenge to

government to address. Government should put in place favorable working conditions for

both the male and female journalists. The negative attitude towards the journalists as an

opposition mouth piece should be changed through good governance. The government

should look at the media as a partner in development.
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1.2 Statement of the problem:

The Ugandan Media, especially the print media such as ‘The New Vision’ and ‘The Daily

Monitor’ newspapers have tried to promote and advocate for women’s rights in various

dimensions. However, on day to day basis, we witness cases of women’s rights violations

reports by the media. Cases of wife battering, domestic violence, rape among others have

come rampant today in this country.

In fact, according to Foundation for Human Rights Initiative, they quote to receive at

least 5 issues of reports on women’s rights violation per day. This is serious if it is

viewed in terms of yearly reports as the figure would be much alarming. Hence there is a

need to dig deeper and find out as to what extent the media is really playing its role in

promotion and advocation of women’s rights.

Besides, despite various campaigns to promote women’s rights and equality between men

and women, the media in Uganda trades women issues as trivialities packaged in

stereotyped format. Whatever the motive, this is the root cause of a social problem that

demands a multifaced approach.

Several studies alone, on the media world over, indicate that journalism is still male

dominated, despite the tremendous contributions by women towards the development of

not only the mass media, but to the economy as a whole.

In Uganda, women are also few in engineering, administration, and legal practice. This

should not be the case, since the ratio of women to men, according to the 1991 population

census is 51:49. This means that there should have been more women in every field than

men. Uganda like many developing countries is grappling with discrimination of any

form, despite the fact that she ratified the convention on elimination of discrimination of

all forms.
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Furthermore, Uganda is a signatory and member of the International Labor Organization

(ILO), one of whose aim is to effect equal treatment of both male and female, hence

should therefore not leave this imbalance undressed.

Putting up a ministry of gender, Labor and social developments, as well as having

competent non-governmental organizations (NGOs) championing women rights are not

enough. More research, training and sensitization of these people are required in order to

minimize incidents of women’s rights violations.
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1.3 Objectives of the Study:

1.3.1 General Objectives:

To find out the role of Uganda media in protection of women’s rights in Uganda.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives:

1) To identify an overview of women’s rights violation in Uganda

2) To identify the role of the media in promotion of women’s rights in Uganda.

3) To identify the loopholes hindering effective promotion of women’s rights by the

media.

4) To identify relevant recommendations to enhance promotion of women’s rights.

1.3.3 Research Questions

1) What are some of the incidents portraying women’s rights violations in Uganda?

2) What is the role of the media in Women’s Rights promotion?

3) What are some of the visible loopholes hindering promotion of Women’s Rights

by the Uganda print media?

4) What recommendations can be forwarded for effective promotion of Women’s

rights by the media?

1.4 Scope of the Study:

The study covered a range of issues affecting women in the society. Its stipulation was

based on how effective the Ugandan Media especially “The Daily Monitor” and “The

New Vision” has played their role in terms of promotion and protection of women’s

rights.
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1.5 Significance/JustificatiOn

This research will most importantly increase documentation and available data in relation

to human rights issues, in specific, related to women issues. The findings of this study

may be used as a basis of planning and re-channeling resources where they are needed

most, especially in the promotion of women’s rights. The knowledge got from this study

may be helpful to women and representatives of legislators as point of reference while

making laws.
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CHAPTER TWO:

LITERARURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

The literature review in this study will address the theoretical and conceptual framework

of the study. It will also address specific or critical issues related to the research topic and

this include, analysis of the concept of human rights, cultural attitudes affecting women

from enjoyment of their rights, the role of the media in promotion of women’s rights, the

loopholes hindering successful promotion of women’s rights by the media, and

recommendations of dealing with such issues. In examining these issues, each area will

be looked at basing on the current situation.

2.2 The concept of Human Rights;

First and foremost, there are many scholars worldwide who have come up with ideas of

human rights since Joim Locke’s second treatise of Government book that introduced

human rights into the political mainstream in 17th century Europe and later the whole

world.

The United States constitution and the bill of rights of the French Declaration of the right

of man, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) all resolve around the

premise that each person because he or she is human, is entitled to certain rights, to live

free thought and speech, provision of shelter and food, to practice his or her religion, the

right to be treated humanely-not to be tortured, killed or terrorized.

These rights are inalienable in that each person is born with them and no one has a right

to curtail them, not even the government (article 1 of Universal Declaration of Human

Rights 1948).

In this context, human rights are taken seriously. The idea of human rights must be the

idea that there are certain rights which whether or not they are recognized, belong to all

people, at all times and in all places. These are rights which they have solely in virtue of
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being human irrespective of nationality, religion, sex, social status, occupation, wealth,

property, or any other differentiating ethics, cultural or social characteristics (article 1 of

UDHR 1948).

According to Henry Steiner and Philip Aiston in their book, International Human Rights

in Context, (2002), human rights is defined as a common standard of achievement for all

people and all nations.

Jack Donnelly, (1998), human rights are the rights a person has by virtue of being human.

Edward Lawson , in the book, “Encyclopedia of rights, “defines human rights as the

universally accepted principles and norms, or rules that support mortality, and make it

possible for human family to realize his or her full potential, and live life in an

atmosphere, of freedom, justice and peace.

Oxford English Dictionary defines the concept “Human Rights” as justifiable claims on

legal or oral grounds, to have or obtain something, or to act in a certain way. This means

that human rights are claims that a person can make against others, society or state, but

must have justifications on moral or legal grounds.

According to Human Rights Resource Centre, defines human rights as those basic

standards without which people cannot live in dignity.

2.3 Types of Human Rights:

Human rights have been distinguished in many different ways by nature, by generation of

acceptance, negative rights, positive rights, and classification by Karl Versa.

2.4.1 Classification by nature

Fundamental Rights

These are basic rights that pertain to the very existence of human beings (biological

living of human beings) such as the right to life.
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Civil and Political Rights

These types of rights pertain to civil identity of members of the society and political

process.

Civil rights pertain to rights of equality, between men and women, and also relates to fair

treatment of members in a society, for instance, through administration ofjustice.

Political rights pertain to political processes within a society. It is the kind of rights that

give opportunities to individuals to participate in political affairs of their own society, for

example, the right to vote or be voted, the right to take part in governance in one’s

society directly or through election.

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

Economic, social and cultural rights refer to rights pertaining to how people live and

work together.

Economic rights provide people with opportunity to participate in economic affairs in a

society, examples include, he right to own property in association with others, he right to

work in favorable conditions, right to associations etc.

Social rights refer to rights pertaining to social life of people within a society, for

instance, right to freedom of association, or religion, right to marry, right to education

etc.

Cultural rights incorporates the maintenance of one’s culture, transmission of values,

language, cultural institutions, etc as long as such cultures do not impure, hinder or

exclude others in enjoyment of the right s of others. For instance, refusing women to

study as dictated by many African cultures hinders women from the enjoyment of the

right to education.

Collective/people’s Rights

Collective or people’s rights refer to rights that can be attained and enjoyed collectively

by people in a society. Examples of these rights include; the right to development, right

to peace, and security, and right to healthy natural or clean environment.
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2.4.2 Classification by Karl Versa —Generation Rights

First generation-comprises of civil, political and fundamental rights

Second generation- comprises of social, cultural and economic rights. Also referred to

subsistence rights.

Third generation-refer to collective rights such as right to peace, right to development etc.

It is also referred to as solidarity rights.

2.4.3 Negative Rights

Negative rights refer to rights which flow mainly from Agro-American legal tradition.

They are right which governments or private entities may not take action to remove, such

as the right to life, security of persons, freedom from slavery, equality before the law, due

process and role of law, freedom of movement, freedom of speech, freedom of religion

and freedom of assembly.

These rights have been codified in documents such as; English Bill of Rights, Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, United States Bill of Right, the 14t1~ amendment to bill

of constitution, and the Scottish Bill of Rights.

2.4.4 Positive Rights

This type of right flow mainly from Rosseauian Continental European Legal Tradition,

and denotes entitlements that the state is obliged to protect and provide, such as the right

to education, right to health care, right to livelihood, etc.

These rights are also codified in article 22 and article 28 of 1948 UDHR and many of the

2O.~ century constitutions.

2.5 Cultural Attitudes Affecting Women

Culture embodies the entire facets of daily living a person is set. Through such activities,

is attached social value to productive and reproductive power relationship: Kabwegyere

1991 (Kobushu) asserts culture in gender terms. hi Uganda, culture may be defined as

man’s embroidery in nature. Usually, women have been embodied culturally to

permanently fit traditionally into certain roles.
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Culturally, all negative things in the home are attributed to the woman while the positive

ones gain men’s credits. If all children belong to one sex, it’s the woman’s fault. Senility

and perpetual deaths are solely blamed on the woman, and so do dullness or stupidity and

other objectional conducts’ (Kabwegyere 1991). In effect, the cumulative idea of who the

woman is, and should be gets shape. Women are stereotyped as week and as part of

men’s property, and family beasts of burden (Matembe, 1991). Many customs are

suppressing women but are still held on the pretext that they are acceptable to the society

irrespective of whether women benefit from them.

To many, a woman is better to bare male children who will hold property rights than girls

who will only be ‘sold’ off. The legal system as well is unfair to women in case of

marriage and divorce. Effectively, the law supports the norm of the ideal woman.

(Customary marriage registration decree (1973) and Mohammedan Law (Chapter 123)

allow men to marry several wives, while women are given away on getting bride price,

virginity before marriage remains a woman’s treasure (not necessary to men).

It is the status of women in a family that meets to be queried because it maintains the

women subjugation on public and private spheres. It is largely because of this

construction that any different view or behavior from family norms is easy target for the

press as extra ordinary and thus news worthy. Whatever the arguments, sanctions intend

to regulate women in line with social requirements.

Culturally, girls are not supposed to inherit land or own it. That right is only reserved for

only boys, yet women contribute to about 70% of the labor force and account for about

80% of food production in Uganda, according to the report of the Economic Commission

for Africa (Uganda Chapter).

Harmful customs and traditional practices that affect reproductive health and rights of

women are being addressed through research and documentation of various cultural

practices and special programmes in selected areas. Through health Project (REACH) the

practice of female genital mutilation is being tackled. This has resulted into the reduction
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of the number of girls being circumcised by 36% between 1994-1996. However, the

practice is still being cherished by some communities in Uganda, making it difficult to

control such evil practices in the society.

Table 1: Female Genital Mutilation in Kapchorwa District.
year - No of Females Drop in number of female circumcised (%)

1992 903 7

1994 854 5

1996 544 36

Source: Uganda-this country status depends on CEDA W 1999 (MGLSD).

Relating to the above table, the process of reduction of the circumcised girls is low and

complete abolition of this inhuman practice cannot be guaranteed in the near future.

2.6 The Role Media Plays in Promotion of Women’s Rights

Uganda is a patriarchal society where women are not decision makers (Nassanga, 1997).

As Barbara pork (1974) notes in an article on the sources of male power, because men

have shaped society’s institutions, they tend to fit the value structure of such institutions.

The media is no exception; it further reinforces the stereotypical female image (inferior,

subservient and unimportant). The high rate of illiteracy among women, especially in the

rural areas, coupled with time constraints and women’s limited control over cash makes

the media unavailable to many.

According to Uganda media Women’s association (LTMWA-1998), report, rural women

and urban poor women are lagging behind in access to information which has affected

their participation in development activities. These women are unable to access

information mainly because they are busy and ofien radios are controlled by men who

head the households.

The gender disparity indicates that programming attractive to women is rarely published

or aired. Most media houses provide information concerning women once a week. With a
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single program, it is difficult to sustain a debate on the many issues concerning women

and their rights.

According to Sylvia Tamale, in her book, when Hens begin to Crow, “The male-

dominated media in Uganda represents one of the patriarchal pillars that serve as a

conduit for perpetuating gender subordination and oppression.”

Control of, or influence over, the media in terms of what is to be disseminated and who

should make those decisions are another gender issue. Reporters and other media

person’s tend to ignore women as sources of information. Even reporting on women is

usually done by men who monopolize decisions on what goes into the press or on air

(Zoonenn 1998)

A study published in 2007 by the International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) found that

even though more than a third of today’s journalists are women, less than 3% of senior

media executive are women (http://www.un.org/events/womenJIWD2OO6). Even when

there are women in the decision making positions, they are often paid less as compared to

their male counterparts.

According to Sue Lafty, in her article, Economic Equity and Journalistic Workforce,”

The discrepancies in salaries between men and women workers, and the dual work roles

that women have had outside the home as part of the unpaid labor market, have been

major concerns and rallying points for the modern women’s movement” (Lafty; 1989).

Scholars have also disagreed as to why the wage gap between men and women exists.

One explanation involves applying the human capital model, which posits that since

women don’t anticipate working for as many years, they therefore invest less in acquiring

labor market skills. (Mincer & polachek; 1974). These economists have argued that,

“when women leave the labor force to ~~i~hildren, their job skills become stale and they

suffer a wage penalty when they re-enter”.
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They have also argued that employers may invest less in women employees because they

believe women may take timeout of their careers to have children and that as employers,

they will not enjoy the same return on their investment that they will with male

employees (Mincer & Polchaek, 1974).

Department’s heads in media, as well as ownership of the various media firms continue

to be predominantly male. In this case, women’s true image is distorted and their access

to important information for planning and management of their activities is greatly

curtailed. As Lockhead and Hall (1976) clarify, men are more likely than women to be

assigned leadership roles, whether they seek th~m or not. This is mainly attributed to the

patriarchal setting in the Ugandan context.

A number of scholars have argued about the correlation between the ownership and

media content. The German sociologist, Karl Marx explains the correlation between

ownership and media content much clearer by stating as follows:

The class that has the means of material production has control at the

same time over the means of mental production so that thereby, generally

speaking, the ideas of those who lack the means of mental production

are subject to it in so far, therefore, as they rule as a class and

determine the extent, and compass of an epoch, it’s self-evident that

they among other things regulate the production and

distribution of the ideas of their age; thus their ideas are the ruling ideas

of the epoch (Cited in Murdock and Golding).

The belief that ownership ultimately determines the nature of media is not just a Marxist

theory but virtually a common-sense summed up in Altschuli’s (1984) second law of

journalism stating that “the contents of the media always reflect the interest of those who

finance them”.

Zoonen (1998) asserts that over and over again, daily journalism, whether print or

broadcasting, is dominated by men; the higher up the hierarchy or the more prestigious a

particular medium or section is, the less likely it is to find women. Women tend to work
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in areas ofjoumalism that can be considered an extension of their socially assigned

qualities of care, nurturing and humanity, regardless of difference in years of experience,

education level and other socio-economic factors, women are paid less for the same

work.

Zoonenn (1998) further asserts that these inequalities were shown to stem from

discriminatory recruitment procedures and from discriminatory attitudes among decision

makers.

The correlation between male domination (in power positions if not always numerically)

of virtually all media organizations and male-oriented themes or patriarchal values offers

strong prima facie support for the view that greater media occupational equality would

make a difference to content (McQuail: 2001).

Table 2: The Gender Nature of Journalism.
Masculine Feminine

Topics Politics ‘Human Interest’

Crime Consumer news

Finance Culture

Education and upbringing Social policy

Angle Facts Background and effects

Sensation Compassion

Male General

Sources Men Women

Ethics Detached Audience needs

Sources: Creedon 1989, Diekerhoefet al, 1985; Neverla & Kanzlieter, 1984, UNESCO,

1987, Van Zoonen, 1989
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2.7 Loopholes Hindering Effective Promotion of Women’s Rights by the Media

There are various loopholes hindering effective promotion of women’s rights. Others are

caused by the media owners and government, while others, due to various factors as shall

be identified;

2.7.1 Media Censorship:

There are many instances of censorship and even suspension of publications by the

government. Therefore, press freedom becomes a question and independent journalism

becomes a target, because these are conditions which when done away with, makes it

difficult to protect and attain other rights.

The media are denied access to official information and this hinders their ability to

inquire freely on issues affecting society at large. The government publishing offices

alongside the Broadcasting Council are the biggest culprits in censuring and restricting of

media activities. Furthermore, the two bodies go ahead to check and monitor the content

created and distributed by the media, and in case the content tends to reproach the

government (article 43 of 1995 Uganda Constitution) indifference on violation of human

rights, then such content will cease to be published. This contradicts with (article 29 of

1995 Uganda Constitution) which promotes press freedom.

2.7.2 Monetary influence

The media performs three roles, to inform, educate and entertain McQuail (2001). Some

media organizations are profit oriented than playing these required roles. They are

interested in publishing what can sell the paper rather than analyzing the newsworthy of

the story. The “Red Paper” for example, is a victim of this accusation.

2.7.3 Media Ownership

According to Tamale (2000), the press has the freedom to play their roles without any

interference whatsoever. However, most media organizations are forced to follow the

organization policies in reporting of any news item. This means that some articles which

are worth publishing may be left out if the media house deems it irrelevant. “The New
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Vision” newspaper for example, at times leaves out issues like scandals pointing on

government figures, because the paper is owned by the government.

2.7.4 Imbalance in Media Coverage

Some tribes and languages are left out in a bid to appease the wealthy people. “The

Daily Monitor” for example, has its publications, strictly channeled through the use of

English language. These leaves out the illiterate community who might not understand

the language. James Otto (NJJRFO 2005).

2.7.5 Rampant Arrests

The Ugandan Journalists Association (UJA 1998) compiled, released and published

records on the specific roles by which Ugandan journalists and other media professionals

have fallen victims. Many journalists have been arrested, prosecuted or condemned to

fines or imprisonment. Andrew Mwenda, the then, Daily Monitor senior reporter was

arrested in 2007 for publications relating to President Museveni. David Kaguma ofDaily

Monitor was also arrested in 2007, for publishing an article of how the Uganda’s

Peoples’ Defense Forces (UPDF) helicopter had been hit by Joseph Kony, leader of

Lords’ Resistance Army (LRA).

2.7.6 Ignorance and Lack of Awareness

The (1948) Universal Declaration of Human Rights entirely entails the various human

rights that human beings are entitled to. Such rights include the right to life, right to own

property, right to work, right to education, freedom of speech among others. However, in

Uganda, most journalists cannot identify with confidence even half a dozen of the basic

rights supported by UDHR or by the African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights. This

leaves out some issues related to human rights un attended to by the media.
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2.8 Recommendations of the study

2.8.1 Creation of a balance in News Reporting

As much as The New Vision and The Daily Monitor newspapers have tried to promote

women’s rights, there is still a need to create a balance between political, social, cultural

and economic news. This is highly recommended because from the study, it is the role of

the media to make sure that people are informed and through information, they become

educated and empowered.

2.8.2 Provision of intensive resources

According to (~p://iourn.ru.ac.zaJamd), there should be a provisionof intensive

resources. Press houses like Uganda Broadcasting Council, Government Printing Office,

University Press- Makerere University, together with publishers and other media

professionals group like communications commissions should make follow up easier by

intensifying access to internet, training materials, key reference documents and national

media houses.

2.8.3 Adoption of Physical Protection Measures

The government and other non-governmental organizations should help enforce physical

protection measures and prosecute those who attack media representatives, International

Federation of Journalists (1999 report). By this, the media practitioners will be able to

perform their duties without any fear.

2.8.4 Training of Journalists

Journalists should also be trained in their profession to fully understand how they should

operate. An understanding of the law and the different press codes of conduct is needed

among practicing journalists. For example by law, Ugandan journalists are required to

have a university degree in journalism or the equivalent before being granted a license

from the media council. (Media Council; 1995). However, many unqualified journalists

have sprung up and are able to obtain licenses without required qualifications. This is not

only a danger to the journalism profession, but it also has an effect on the content that is
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produced in the media because such journalists may not be professionally trained and

skilled in the way they report news.

2.8.5 Creation of Media Accountability Systems

According to Uganda Journalists Association (1998) report, there should be system of

self-regulation run by media professionals themselves. This should include media

observatives that monitor media performances and violation of the press freedom,

established by media professionals and are free of government control. This can ensure

well respected, independent and efficient media accountability to the public.

2.8.6 Diversification of publication languages

(http//www. ask.org.zaJpublications/SeminarRepOrts/MediaanP01itic5/Wifld0g1aY~

tegulle.pdf). According to this website, effective promotion of women’s rights could be

achieved if the media could concentrate much on diversification in the languages

published, in order to cover small units like the Karamajongs, Japadholas, and Bagwere

among others. This will improve in the problem of narrow coverage and publishing in a

few languages.

2.8.7 Need for adequate Research

According to (http://iourn.ru.ac.zalamd), there is need for adequate or extensive research

before publishing an article in order to avoid giving false news to the public. What a

journalist may view as a violation may not necessarily be a violation after further

research and consultations carried out. Gunter B. (2000).
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2.9 Theoretical Framework

This study is informed by the Mass Communication theory known as the Cultivation

theory. This theory was propounded by George Gerbner and suggests that, media,

particularly Television is responsible for shaping, or ‘cultivating’ viewers’ conception of

social reality.

The combined effect of massive television exposure by viewers over time subtly shapes

the perception of social reality for individuals and ultimately, for our culture as a whole

(Gerbner; 1969). Therefore, if the media is portraying women as non-achievers in the

development process and just dependants in general, their portrayal based on the cultural

setting of patriarchy in the society, then false perceptions will be “cultivated” in the

viewers’ and readers’ minds.

Gerbner (1973) argues that the mass media cultivate attitudes and values which are

already present in a culture: the media maintain and propagate these values amongst

members of a culture, thus binding it together. Due to frequent media consumption, a

distorted perception of the world we live in is “cultivated” into the consumers’ minds

making it seem more like Television portrays it, than it is in real life ( Bittner; 1989).

Profounder of the Cultivation Theory attempt to show how media, for instance, the

electronic media, cultivates a homogenous outlook on life, revealing a lack of diversity

among heavy viewers. The idea is that heavy viewing, regardless of viewer demographic,

creates an assumption in the viewer, that whatever is viewed is more prevalent than it is

actually is.

Gerbner et al. (1978) says that the world presented on television is uniform across

programs and over years and that some types of portrayals are repeated so often that
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Readers come to believe that the real world also operates in the same way as the world so

constantly portrayed on the media.

Against these assertions about uniform messages by Cultivation theorists, potter (~1 993)

argues that the assumption of uniform messages no longer accurately describes the

current media environment.

In the past it was true that a small number of network programmers presented a narrow

range of genres and that there was a rigid formula within each genre. However, this

pattern has been breaking down for well over a decade, and it certainly is not the case in

the 1990s when a much wider range of programs is readily available.

Gerbner views the media world as “not a window on or reflection of the world, but a

world in itself’ (McQuail: 2001). This created version of the world entices heavy viewers

to make assumptions about violence, people, places and other fictionalized events which

do not hold true to real life events.

Judith van Evra argues that by virtue of inexperience, young readers may over look the

real concepts in print information, thus cultivating interest in issues that fulfils their

desires.

Gerbner’s theory is often criticized for being over simplified. Critics argue that the theory

ignores the complexity of human nature and relationships in our lives today. Not only do

the media impact our lives, but it also shapes the human perception on the issues being

implied. P. Hirsch, a firm critic of Gernber,argues that the cultivation theory ignores

other variables including sex, education, race, and geographical location, social status

that could influence people’s lives.

Cultivation Theory also ignores the readers or viewers autonomous view of the world

assuming that they are always willing to accept the things they read or watch as a reality

and cannot come up with their own personal viewpoint.
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If, as Gernber suggests, we recognize media images of women as an area that defines or

portrays status of domination, then we must realize that the issue is not one of imagery

but one of power.
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2.9.1 Conceptual model
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Figure 1: Conceptual Model

As illustrated above, media consumption will lead to an informed society through the

process of learning. Thereafter, the informed society, through the uniform messages

disseminated by the media will construct the messages to form social structures and a

number of other beliefs which will effect on the policy making process. In turn, the

policy makers will design policies and strategies that favor women (Such as access to

land, credit etc) to fully incorporate them into the development process, which in the long

run will lead to development.
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CHAPTER THREE

RES EARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter sets out to explain the different methods that the researcher employed in

carrying out the study. In here, the research design, sampling techniques, methods of data

collection and data analysis are enlisted. The ethical considerations and limitations

related to the study have also been identified.

3.2 Research Design

Both qualitative and quantitative research designs were used to carry out this research.

This not only aimed at enabling the researcher gather adequate information, but because

both methods supplement each other in providing more valid research than a single

research strategy. (Jankowski & Wester; 1995)

The qualitative research method was based on content analysis. This was because content

analysis has been described as one of the most prominent research tools in mass media

studies (Berelson, 1952). Content analysis is widely used in mass media research due to

its efficiency and effectiveness in analysing the content of the media message (Wimmer

& Dominnick, 1983). Berelson (1952) also states that content analysis is a research

technique that is objective and systematic.

The quantitative method was guided by the use of interviews; both formal and informal.

The use of interviews was considered appropriate because it work well with content

analysis by providing both verbal and non-verbal communication process results (Gunter,

2000).

3.3 Population of the study

The sample population comprised of top officials from ‘‘The New Vision” and ‘‘Daily

Monitor “newspapers, who formed part of the study population. A sample of i~&4-_
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women was chosen randomly to respond to some of the key questions, from which

representative conclusions and recommendations were drawn.

Reference was also be made to some Non-governmental organizations which handle

human rights issue like, Foundation for Human Rights Initiative, and Federation of

Uganda Women lawyers. These organizations assisted the researcher in deriving

evidence about the problem.

3.4 Sampling techniques

The researcher used purposive sampling to analyze content and select the respondents

from the study population and under purposive sampling; the researcher used the expert

sampling method, constituting a sample of persons with the experience and expertise in

media studies and women related issues.

In content analysis, three years, i.e. 2000, 2004, 2008 were looked at in order to evaluate

how the trend on women’s reporting has gone in relation to print media. The purpose was

to identify how far The New Vision and the Daily Monitor newspapers have contributed

towards protection of women’s rights.

3.5 Methods of Data collection

The researcher used both the quantitative and qualitative methods of data collection. The

specific quantitative methods employed were interviews, questionnaires and focus group

discussions. Both formal and informal interviews were applied. The interviews were in-

depth and were conducted on a face to face basis to avoid misunderstandings between the

interviewei and the interviewee.

The qualitative method considered a three years’ (2000, 20004, 2008) content analysis of

The New Vision and the Daily Monitor newspapers. The main focus however, was on the

Women ~ Vision, a weekly magazine that comes out every Tuesday.
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A number of books, articles, journals, seminars papers and magazines containing related

information were used in this research as well. Documents about the media, both

Ugandan and the global media were also used in this study.

3.6 Data analysis

Data was analyzed personally and manually by the researcher. The researcher went

through a compilation of papers from The New Vision and the Daily Monitor newspapers

archives of the selected months. The data was presented in form of tables, graphs and

charts.

Data was judged basing on the objectives of the study and research questions that were

sent out. There was also a comparison of different data related to the research, with the

aim of exposing the gaps left out.

3.7 Ethical Consideration

Before the study was conducted, permissions were sought from the management of the

companies and media houses in which the study targeted.

Confidentiality of information that was collected was highly respected. Respondents who

declined to use their names in this study were also respected.

Plagiarism of other people’s work was avoided except when any sizeable amount was

used and clearly attributed.

3.8 Limitations Encountered

The area of the study was quite large, that means that the study needed more time

dedicated to it than there was.

There was also need for a lot of money for a successful study to be accomplished.

However, for the purpose of this study, the researcher had a challenge to look for

funding.
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It was also hard to get hold of The New Vision and The Daily Monitor employees, since

most of them were either in the field or really busy. An interview with the researcher was

peripheral to them. In other words, the appointments with them had to keep changing

which in turn constrained on the researcher’s time.

Consequently, the hours that The New Vision and The Daily Monitor resource centers

were opened to the public wasn’t convenient enough for the researcher. The New Vision

resource center was open for only three hours, i.e. from 9.OOam to 12 noon, whereas the

one of The Daily Monitor was opened from 1O.OOam tol2 noon. Three hours and two

hours were considered minimal for the researcher to analyze all the sampled newspapers.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

4.0 Introduction

This chapter presents the various findings of the study questions, from two techniques of

data collection; content analysis and interviews. This study was based on the assumption

that the media hasn’t given enough recognition, attention and assistance, to women, in

relation to protection and promotion of their rights.

The findings of the study are represented under the themes of demographic information,

incidents portraying violation of women’s rights, role of the media in protection of

women’s rights, and the various loopholes hindering effective protection and promotion

of women’s rights by the media. The findings show that though the media has tried to

protect women’s rights, it hasn’t still given enough assistance in relation to portrayal of

women’s issues. Since the study applied both quantitative and qualitative methods of

research, the findings are represented in both narrative and numerical form.

4.1 Presentation of Demographic Information

Table 3: Gender of Respondents.

Gender No of Respondents

Male 48

Female 60

TOTAL 108

Source: Primary data

As shown in the table above, the total number of the willing respondents was 108, with

48 males and 60 females, totaling to 108 respondents.
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Tabled: Age Group of Respondents

Gender 18-25 25-32 32-39 39-46 46 & above Total No. Respondents

Male 7 13 24 4 None 48

Female 12 32 9 6 1 60

Total 19 45 33 10 1 108

Source: Primary data

From the table above, a total, of 19 respondents, belonged to the age group of 1 8-25, with

male respondents being 7, and female respondents 12. In the age group of 25-32, there

were 45 respondents; 13 male respondents and 32 female respondents. The age group 32-

39, comprised of 33 respondents, 24 male respondents and 9 female respondents. In the

age group 3 9-36, there were a total of 10 respondents, 4 male respondents and 6 female

respondents. In the age group of 46 and above, there was only one respondent who was a

female respondent. In total, there were 48 male respondents and 60 female respondents,

totaling to 108 respondents.

Table 5: Marital Status of Respondents

Gender Single Married Divorced Total No.

Respondents

Male 12 38 4 48

Female 6 46 2 60

Total 18 84 6 108

Source: Primary data

From the table above, there were 18 single respondents, 12 male respondents and 6

female respondents. 84 respondents were married, 38 married male correspondents, and

46 married female correspondents. A total of 6 respondents were divorced, 4 male

respondents, and 2 female respondents. In total, there were 48 male respondents and 60

female respondents, making a total of 108 respondents.
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Table 6: Educational Level of Respondents

Educational Level Male Female Total No.
Respondents

Primary 5 19 24

Secondary 23 33 56

Tertiary 13 7 20

University 7 1 8

Total 48 60 108

Source: Primary data

From the table above, there were 5 male respondents and 19 female respondents in the

primary level, 23 male respondents and 33 female respondents in the secondary level, 13

male respondents and 7 female respondents in the tertiary level, while 7 male respondents

and I female respondent in the university level. In total, there were 24 respondents in the

primary education level, 56 respondents in the secondary education level, and 20

respondents in the tertiary education level, while 8 respondents in the university

education level. This totaled to 48 male respondents, 60 female respondents, which in

turn totaled to 108 respondents.
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4.2 Response on Incidents of Women’s Rights Violation in Uganda

~ee
DDisa~ree
ONeutral J

4.2.1 Domestic Violence

From the Presentation of the research findings, domestic violence was found to be

commonly practiced within the society. Accordingly, research findings revealed domestic

violence as a common incident, depriving women from the enjoyment of their rights in

Uganda. In this study, a total of 80 respondents agreed that domestic violence was

prevalent and that it occurred quite ofien in most families. Only 1 8 respondents

disagreed, while 10 respondents remained neutral. The 18 respondents who disagreed

with the incident of domestic violence viewed it as a normal disciplinary measure, which

they consequently supported as long as it did not involve seriously bodily harm, while 10

respondents who remained neutral, had nothing to contribute, claiming that their families

had never faced challenges resorted by domestic violence.

Figure 2: Showing Response on incidents portraying violation of women’s rights
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4.2.2 Female Genital Mutilation

From figure 2 above, 56 respondents did agree that Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)

violates women from the enjoyment of their rights. They defined the incident of FGM as

an inhuman cultural practice, which should be condemned in the society. This is because

it exposes the female gender to diseases like tetanus especially during such practices,

excessive bleeding and even death. The wounds also take long to heal, leaving the

victims in too much pain and agony. Meanwhile, 20 of the respondents disagreed with the

notion, referring to it as a “decent” practice, which is done to avoid immorality in form of

proximity. However, the 33 respondents who remained neutral failed to gauge the extent

to which the incident could contribute to the violation of women’s rights or not.

4. 2. 3 Indecent Assaults

Indecent assault is a common practice in most societies, a practice that has been

rationalized and taken advantage of by men to oppress women within the rural societies

or livelihoods, because it’s a silent but rather a deadly incarnation and as well life

threatening. In this study, 73 respondents did agree that indecent assault was a common

practice within their societies, but did not understand whether it also mounted to

violations against women’s rights, but they did concede to the fact it was a common

scenario during dowry payment and dancing festivals, where breasts and buttocks of

women are touched, regardless of their marriage status. Meanwhile, 21 respondents

disagreed with the notion of indecent assault, because they referred to it as a general

happiness, an act that was not supposed to be regarded as a contributing factor to

violation of women’s rights, since the women involved were all adults, only 6

respondents who remained neutral failed to gauge its extent in hindering enjoyment of

women’s rights, and how it can also be rationalized within society.
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4.2.4 Involuntary Intoxication

Figure 2 above equally shows the responses on involuntary intoxication, a practice which

was new to the ears of many respondents. It can be expressed through inserting harmful

drugs such as cocaine, marijuana etc to the other parties drink without his or her consent.

However, it is rarely practiced, and those who practice it, does it in campuses or late in

the night or after work. From the research findings, only 22 respondents agreed that this

practice was prevalent within university settings, while 8 respondents disagreed with this

notion, stating that it was impossible for such a practice to be conducted without the other

party’s consent. A larger group of 78 respondents remained neutral, because they could

not comment on a concept which they were hearing for the first time.

4.3 Response on violation of women’s rights

Figure 3: Showing Response on Violation of Women’s Rights
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4.3.1 Right to Property Ownership

The information from the findings in figure 3 shows in terms of the response, the

violation to the right of property ownership. According to the research, 91 respondents

overwhelmingly agreed that women’s rights in relation to property ownership was

commonly violated, especially because of bride-price payment- a marriage practice

which has existed for thousands of years, and has survived with minimal changes to the

present day. 13 respondents offered their disagreement, attributing it to ambitions of

some women, rivaling men over property. Meanwhile, the other 4 respondents who

choose to remain neutral claimed that they did not know how best to respond on this

issue.

4.3.2 Right to Property Inheritance

The above information obtained from the respondents, equally expressed responses on

property inheritance. According to the data, 87 respondents agreed that most Ugandan

women were denied the enjoyment of this right; in either within her family lineage or by

virtue of marriage. Only 17 disagreed to the violation of right claiming that this was not a

violation, but protection of the family’s property since a girl would one day get married

and leave the family. 4 respondents remained neutral, because they were neither married,

or were reluctant to comment on the topic.

4.3.3 Right to Participate in Government

In relation to the right to participate in government, 73 respondents agreed that this right

was violated, due to overpowering role of the society judging women’s role as that of

family raring and maintenance, and not for participating in government. In fact, the

respondents enlisted factors that constrain women’s political participation stem from the

gender ideology that specifies the male role as taking care of public and community

affairs, while the female role is to nature the family of which failure to adhere to this, can

activate violence from their husbands. Only 19 respondents disagreed that this right is

violated, claiming that it was only done to accord women amble time to look well after

their families, which was in fact their primary role. 16 respondents choose to remain
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silence, stating that this was a serious issue, which only needed government response and

not the citizens.

4.3.4 The Right to Employment

Figure 3 above also demonstrates responses over the violation of the right to

employment. From the research findings, 64 respondents agreed that this right was

violated, especially in situations where the employers offered jobs on gender basis and

not on merit basis. Only 17 respondents disagreed to the violation of this right, quoting

that women have enough work to perform in the family, that they do not need

employment. The respondents also described women as “on and off’ assets, who are not

reliable, especially during maternity leaves. Meanwhile, the 27 respondents who choose

to remain neutral expressed that, they were self-employed, hence could not effectively

gauge the extent to which this right is violated or not.

4.3.5 Right to Education

From the presentations of the research findings, a large number of 92 respondents

overwhelmingly agreed that women’s educational right has been commonly violated

within the society. They blamed culture to be responsible, because it promotes male-child

education, to that of female-child. Only 16 respondents disagreed to the violation of the

right to education, saying that women were supposed to take care of their children, cook

for their husbands and do the house chores. They claimed this could not be possible if it

would be copouned with education. None of the respondents remained silence on this

subject.

4.3.6 Right to Marriage and Divorce

From the presentations of the research findings, it was evident that 46 respondents agreed

that this right is violated within the society. They attributed this to dowry-payment, which

attaches women to being “property” of their husbands, and had to oblige to everything

the man says, even if the man was wrong. 58 respondents, who disagreed, said that gone

are the days when a woman was denied a chance to enjoy this right, and even nowadays
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people choose by themselves their marriage partners.4 respondents, who remained

neutral, could not comment anything, stating that they were not married, and this was a

sensitive issue, which could only be addressed effectively by the married couple.

4.3.7 The Right to Food

The figure above equally shows the responses in relation to the right to food. However,

only 18 respondents agreed that this right was violated, especially when women were

excluded from eating certain dishes like chicken, where some parts were termed strictly

as men meals by most tribes in Uganda. 76 respondents disagreed to this notion, citing

that, it was not possible for women to be deprived from the enjoyment of this right,

because it is them who prepared for their husbands meals. Only 14 respondents remained

neutral, saying that they had nothing to contribute on the topic.

4.4 Response on the role of Media in Women’s Rights Protection

Figure 4: Showing Response on Media Protection of Women’s Rights

Source: Primary data
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4.4.1 The role of the media in protection of Women’s Rights

From the presentation of the research findings, 33% of the respondents agreed that the

media has done a great role towards the promotion of women’s rights. The respondents

hailed specifically, “The New Vision Newspaper” for protection and promotion of

women’s rights through its publications, in its sister-magazine, “Woman “. 52% of the

respond respondents, who disagreed to this notion, commented that the media has not

done a lot, in the.protection of women’s rights, claiming that the media only shows

stereotypical roles of the woman, and nothing else. However, 16 respondents choose to

remain silence, saying they were not interested to comment anything in the topic.

4.5 Response on Loopholes hindering Effective Protection of Women’s Rights by the

Media

Figure 5: Showing Response on Loopholes Hindering Effective Protection of Women’s Rights by the
Media
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4.5.1 Media Censorship

From the presentation of the research findings, it was revealed that media

censorship portrayed a major loophole, hindering effective operation of media

practitioners~ 83 respondents agreed to this notion, citing government as a

stumping block to freedom of the media because it always arrests people who

report negatively against it. 20 respondents however disagreed to this notion,

saying that Uganda is a free country where press freedom is apprehended. Only 5

respondents did not have anything to contribute to the topic.

4.5.2 Monetary Influence

The figure above equally shows the responses that were offered concerning

monetary influence as a loophole. According to the figure, 48 respondents agreed

to the fact that monetary influence was a loophole, contributed to by many media

industries, which were prOfit oriented, and did not care much on the nature of

their publication. On the other hand, 53 respondents disagreed to the notion,

stating that if the media considered making profit, then there would be

substandard news-production (leaving much of the happenings uncovered), but

the media has tried to inform the society of whatever happens on day-to-day basis

as long as its news worthy, hence their disagreement. Meanwhile, only 7

respondents did not contribute anything, saying that they were not familiar with

the topic.

4.5.3 Media Ownership

The information from the findings in the figure above also acknowledges the

extent to which the concept of media ownership has been viewed as a loophole by

the respondents. According to the data collected, 76 respondents agreed that in

deed, media ownership hindered successful operation of the media. They

attributed their response to the fact that most media owners, restrict that their

specific house-style and policies should be fore fronted before any news article is

published. This means that, anything which the company discards from

publication is not released. However, 21 respondents disagreed with the notion,
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expressing that cases of such nature were not common in the country, compared

to other east African countries. Meanwhile, only 11 respondents remained neutral.

4.5.4 Imbalance in Media Coverage

The information from the findings in the figure above shows in terms of the

response to imbalance in media coverage as a loophole. According to the findings,

46 respondents agreed that there was imbalance in media publications, where

most communities were left out in terms of the mode of communication. In other

words, the respondents complained that most media houses preferred using

English language in production of their publications, forgetting that not all people

in the society were familiar to the language. On the other hand, 52 respondents

disagreed with this notion, while only 10 respondents remained neutral, saying

that they din not know how best to address the issue.

4.5.5 Rampant Arrests

The above information obtained from the respondents, revealed that 39

respondents agreed that rampant arrests was one of the strongest loopholes

hindering journalists from carrying out their duties without any fear. In fact, they

stressed that consequent arrests, persecutions, and prosecutions ofjournalists

instilled fear on journalists, to the extent that, majority feared to gather news

especially if it involved government officials. 58 respondents disagreed with this

notion, whereas 11 respondents choose neither to agree nor to disagree, citing that

it was a complex matter to comprehend.

4.5.6 Ignorance and lack of awareness

From the presentation of the research findings, it was also revealed that, only 21

respondents agreed that ignorance and lack of awareness compounded the

operation of most journalists in Uganda. They attributed their response to the

plight that most media houses are not sensitive enough to offer opportunities on

merit basis, as long as a person had good command of the language used, write
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good articles, “good looking”, especially in cases of broadcast media, among

others. However, 87 respondents disagreed to this notion, saying that gone are the

days when media houses considered such qualities. In fact, they added that if that

was the issue, then most people would not go for further studies in journalism

related courses, either in diploma, degree or master levels. They further explained

that most media editors have at least a degree in Mass Communication or higher

diploma in the related field. No respondent remained neutral on this matter.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMMENDATIONS

5.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter unveils the discussions, conclusions and recommendations based on the

findings of the research. This has been done to provide sufficient and precise proposals

for interventions in terms of recommendation to the media organizations on how to

enhance the promotion of women’s rights. All this is done for the betterment of the

livelihood of the female gender/women.

5.1 Discussions of Findings

5.1.1 Domestic Violence

In this study, domestic violence was found to be common phenomenon, and that it causes

significant unrest within the family and societal settings. Its prevalence has been

described in various forms not limited to punching, kicking, beating with fists among

others. The respondents viewed it as an unfortunate thing for instance, if it happens

because of refusal to have sex, while others approve of it as a normal disciplinary

measure, if it does involve serious body harm. In line ~.vith the above, a female respondent

had this to say:

Your husband is your head, the crown of your life and the bread

winner. He deserves to be obeyed and respected and if the extent

of inflicting injury. We only frown at beating if it threatens the life

and health in terms of a serious wound inflicted.

The puzzling idea with the notion of domestic violence is that it involves gross unfairness

in its practice, the fact that the violence is directed towards women as its primary victims.

The findings is also in line with the demographic health survey (2000-2003) which cites

the fact that a number of women condone violence so as to maintain the aspect of

conjugal expectation of the society, bestowed over man to rule women. The above study
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further states that certain conditions substantiate and aggravate the notion of domestic

violence in a homestead, which includes: drunkenness, isolation and disagreements

among others in a marriage scenario. Nevertheless, the gross unfairness associated with

the practice simply pre-empts insubordination and enslavement of women.

(Margaret Tibulya 2001) further concurs to the findings of this study, she attests to the

fact that Human Socialization of the sex roles of men and women enhances the practice

of physical violence. Boys grow up seeing their fathers batter their mothers and girls

grow up seeing their mothers battered. In the latter case, there is acceptance in some

cultures and the belief that a woman who is not beaten by the husband is not loved.

Hence she sometimes invites violence onto herself because the husband may ignore her

and she has to provoke him to notice albeit in a negative way. In this case, negative

motive is better than no notice at all.

5.1.2 Female Genital Mutilation

FGM is an inhuman practice that violates women’s rights in a society. The research

findings reveal that communities such as Sebei and Kapchorwa are prone to the practice

of this evil and inhuman activity FGM exposes victims to excessive bleeding, death and

even to diseases like tetanus. it also raises risks of maternal and infant mortality, and

harms women’s psychological, sexual and reproductive health.

In this study, some respondents did agree that FGM deprived women from the enjoyment

of their rights while others viewed it as a ‘decent’ practice, which is done to avoid

immorality inform of proximity. (The New Vision, Tuesday, January 13, 2009) is in line

with the findings of the study. According to the article written by Frederick Womakuyu,

Kokop and Chemusot of Bukwo District in eastern Uganda were quoted to have said:

“The spirit instilled courage in us never to fear or be threatened by

anything when circumcising the girls.”
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Frederick in another article published in (New Vision, Friday 6, 2009) asserts that the

practice of FGM is fueled by poverty, and it is only through provision of scholarships to

girls and benefits to the surgeons that the practice will be completely wiped out.

Womakuyu further expressed this:

“As a boy, I was always curious to know what goes on in there. During a

visit to one of my friends, we sneaked into a house where circumcision

was taking place. What went on there was hell” The entire genitalia of the

girls were cut off. They bled profusely and for the first time, I came face

to face with the dangers of FGM. After cutting one girl, they used the

same knife on another. Two weeks later, one of the girls died on her way

to the hospital due to over bleeding. Another succumbed to tetanus.”

5.1.3 Indecent Assault

The study findings proved that indecent assault also compounds to the violation of

women’s rights. However, majority of the respondents revealed that the practice was

commonly carried in the rural settings, especially among the Nebii and Alur

communities. They further said that those communities embraced the practice with

happiness, common with festivities of cultural dances. The finding is in line with (Feister

2000) who eludes indecent assault to the contention of culture of silence and

consideration of an aspect of relationship as per traditional requirements.

In a related study conducted by unicef in pabbo camp (one of the camps for displaced

persons in northern Uganda) in 2006, it was found out that 6 out of 10 women are

physically and sexually assaulted, threatened and humiliated by men that they don’t trust.

It further revealed that women in the displaced people’s camps are twice vulnerable to

cases of indecent assault given the level of the lawlessness that characterize most camps

in Nothern Uganda and adapting to the harsh situations creates uncertainties on the part

of the women and consequently scaling the level of sexually related violence.
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5.1.4 Involuntary Intoxication

According to (www.searchanswers.co.uk) involuntary intoxication is a harmful practice,

expressed through inserting harmful drugs such as cocaine into another party’s drink or

food, without his or her consent. In this study, very few respondents agreed that

involuntary intoxication violated people’s rights since majority of them were hearing the

concept for the first time. However, one of the respondents did confirm that she had a

friend in church, who was once a victim of involuntary intoxication while in campus.

5.2 Violations of Women’s Rights

5.2.1 Denial of entitlements

The denial of entitlements to women happen in so many ways not limited to women

being denied the right to own property, inherit property, denying a woman access to her

children in case of separation, locking a wife out of the house at night, forcing her to

sleep out in the open in case of any quarrel, forcing a lady to get married, selling of wives

produce and refusing to give her the money.,

The researcher view is that, this act of denial can expose women to a host of incidents

and vulnerability to other acts of violence in a scenario detrimental to health of the

women as primary victims. Worse still, it denies the fundamental rights of the women,

especially in preserving her dignity, which is enshrined in article 21 (1) of the Uganda

constitution. The article states that:

“All persons are equal before and under the law, in all spheres of political,

economic, social and cultural life, and in every other respect and shall

enjoy equal protection of the law.”

Unfortunately, the women seem unaware of the provisions of the law, and most of them

are predominantly illiterate or based in rural settings. (UWONET 2003) denotes that the

violation of basic necessities, emanates from the Economic dependence by women on

their husbands heightens emotional violence against them. Men take advantage of their

control over women’s lack of accessibility to economic resources to inflict emotional
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violence on them. This area further looks on the right to property ownership, right to

inheritance and right to marriage and divorce as the most denied entitlements to women.

5.2.2 Right to Property Ownership

The information from research findings prove that, a lot of women in Uganda are still

denied the right to own property. Most of the respondents attributed the payment of

bride-price as being behind the plight, while others viewed it in a different angle; the

ambition of some women rivaling men over property.

The finding is in line with section 4 of succession Act, which provides that no person

shall by marriage acquire any interest in the property of person whom he or she marries.

In other words, marriage does not culcate the ownership of the party’s property. Although

this may be fair, in relation to property acquired by either party before marriage,

injustices may arise in relation to property acquired during marriage. This is because

majority of women in Uganda are not formally employed and thus have no access to

sufficient money to buy their own property.

This research is further supported by (Wengi 1997) who states that women as a result of

bride-price are regarded as property of the men, and property canto own property., which

contradicts article 26 of the 1995 Ugandan Constitution.

Most respondents blamed the Ugandan law, alongside customary law, from infringing the

enjoyment of this right. Article 237 (a) of Uganda constitution, provides that land in

Uganda shall be owned in accordance with customary land tenure systems. Women

customarily cannot own land. Land is owned mainly by men. In contribution to this issue,

a female respondent had this to say:

We have suffered for long, we have been tormented for long, and we have

been suppressed for long. The custom doesn’t favor us at all. It is so strong

such that if a man dies without a son, his daughter will not succeed him.

Instead, a nephew or a brother of the deceased is made the heir. The
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government should give customary titles, to protect our rights to access

and use of the land.

Further still, the 2005Gender Monitoring Survey for land sector strategic plan, also

concur to the findings of the study. The survey found out that cultural and traditional

practices grossly deprive ownership of land to pass to women, irrespective of the

constitutional assurances for ownership to all people. Women’s property rights continue

to be dependent on rights of husbands and other male relatives. While the practice of

widow inheritance is also rooted in the perception belief that the woman become part of

the clan, by virtue of the bride-wealth which was given to her family at the time of her

marriage. When the husband dies, the clan has to ensure that what belongs to the clan

remains to the clan. In this age of HIV/ALDS, this is a dangerous practice, which

contravenes the spirit of the land enshrined in the 1995 Uganda constitution.

5.2.3 Right to Inherit Property

The study also shows that most Uganda women are facing bhallenges in relation to

inheritance rights, in either within her family lineage or by virtue of marriage, while

others claimed that this was not a violation, since women were to get married one day

and leave their family. Inheritance of the property would then be of benefit to her

matrimonial home and not her family.

Statutory laws provide a woman with more rights than enjoyed under customary law.

Succession Amendment Bill, section 25, provides women with the right to inherit

property of her husband. However, most women are not aware of these statutory laws,

and most of them have a rigid attachment to customs even when they know their rights.

Uganda constitution article 31(2) also provides that parliament should make appropriate

laws for the protection of rights of deceased and to apply parental rights of their children.

This contention leaves the urban-educated women as being arrogant, especially when

they try to enforce their right to inheritance. They are also seen as going beyond what

culture expects of them.
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However, the researcher’s view is that the law of inheritance is unfair, because it reduces

the woman to the level of an item. In a focused group discussion, a woman had this to

say:

“The elders always prefer males to inherit their property, because a

woman can always find property once she is married.”

This therefore creates a sense of powerlessness, which subject women to submission to

men, in whatever circumstances, because they are normally left with no choice, but to

succumb to all violence in the names of affiliation with men or spouses, because even

women themselves are potential inheritance for men. Worse still, inheritance brings

disharmony in the family in a situation where the man is already married.

5.2.4 The Right to Marriage and Divorce

In the researcher’s own view, early and forced marriages continue to hinder girls’

empowerment and consequently increasing girls’ vulnerability to early and unplanned

pregnancies. Girls suffer sexual exploitations because they are in weaker bargaining

positions, or at times are not aware of their rights. The girls are likely to encounter

medical and psychological problems in the case of an early pregnancy. Early marriages

are therefore a destruction of social, care and control mechanisms that are usually

expected in the social environment of the community.

existing customary and marriage laws further contradicts article 31 of the Uganda

constitution, which provides that men and women of the age of eighteen years and above

have the right to marry and found a family, and are entitled to equal rights in marriage,

during marriage and its dissolution.

The marriages and divorce of Muhammad Act equally contradicts the protection of this

right. It has no provision whatsoever on the age of marriage. It provides that incases

where either party to the marriage is less than 21 years of age, the written consent of the

father to the marriage shall be required. The act therefore legalizes the marriage of a
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minor below the age of 1 8 years, if hisTh~r father, or in his absence his/her mother, or

other legal guardian consent to the marriage.

5.2.5 The Right to Participate in Government

The research findings prove that most women are denied the enjoyment of this right

within the society. The respondents who agreed to the violation of this right attributed it

to the overpowering role of the society judging women’s role as that of family raring and

maintenance, and not for participating in government, while others viewed it as a normal

practice, allowing women more time to take care of their families.

Article 38 and 33(4) of the Uganda constitution are also in support of the protection of

the right to participate in government affairs and also encourages equal treatment of men

and women, which shall include equal opportunities in political, economic and social

activities. The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, article

66, provides for enjoyment of all equal rights set forth in the civil and political rights.

Uganda has less number of women occupying top positions in governmental posts as

compared to men.

Further still, article 1 of UDHR provides that all human beings are born free and equal in

dignity and rights. Article 33(1) of the Uganda constitution provides that women shall be

accorded full dignity of men and women.

5.2.6 The Right to Employment

The study findings prove that Uganda women still faces challenges in relation to

employment rights. In this study, majority of the respondents agreed to the violation of

this right, attributing it to the unfairness in employment criteria used by many employers;

of gender consideration rather than consideration of merits. However other respondents

did not view this as a violation, stating that women had enough domestic responsibilities,

and when hindered from working, they should welcome it in good faith.
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Employment Act cap 219, is in line with the findings of the study. It protects expectant

mothers by providing 6Odays maternity leave. This is in deed one of the reasons as to

why most employers prefer employing men than women, in claim that who will play their

part during maternity leave?

Women are also discriminated from holding high positions at work and even most of

them are paid low salary in comparison to their male counterparts.

5.2.7. The Right to Education

The study findings show that majority of women are not educated. Male education right

holds more significance than that of a female child who will one day get married and

leave the family. This contradicts article 26 of UDHR and article 30 of Uganda

constitution, which advocates for the right of education for all.

5.2.8 The Right to Food

The research findings show that the majority of the respondents disagreed that women

right to food was violated. Perhaps this was due to the fact that the respondents were

based in Kampala. In fact some of them stated that if there was existence violation to this

right, then it could be in villages and not in the city. Communities like Alur and Ankole

tribes were identified among the tribes refusing women from feeding on chicken or goat.

In reality, this portrayed the greediness of men.

In line with the above, a female correspondent had this to say:

“My husband cannot exclude me from certain feeds. It is me who prepare

the same meal for him. I rather eat the entire food in the kitchen with the

children and starve him. This would act as a lesson to him. Unfortunately,

I have never had of a case related to the violation of this right.”
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5.3 The Role of Media in Protection of Women’s Rights

The study findings prove that as much as media coverage on women issues has increased,

the media still show stereotypical roles of women. In most cases, women are portrayed as

“second hand citizens” who are dependant on men with no major contribution made to

the development process.

Findings show that there has been an improvement in media coverage of women issues in

2008 as compared to 2000 and 2004. Mukama (2002) attributes this improvement in the

media coverage of women and women’s issues to the state’s pro-women policies of

affirmative action in the social, political and economic spheres.

She further adds that the apparent good will on the part of the government has made the

citizens and the media aware of the need for gender equality and this development has

enabled women to become more newsworthy. (Mukama; 2002).

However, as much as media coverage of women’s issues in the media has improved,

women are still portrayed negatively and stereotyped as domesticated, dependent and not

as smart as their male counterparts.

In an interview with Ms Karuhanga Gorreti, a coordinator with CEEWA-Uganda, she

stated that “the media trivializes women’s issues and portrays them as dependents”. As a

woman activist, she complained that she has been a “victim” of negative portrayal by the

media. She said that:

Instead of working together with the media: women groups have been

portrayed as insurbodinate agitators. We are viewed as enemies of men.

So many times, the media has portrayed us (women groups) as fighting

men. This shouldn’t be a war; it should be a dialogue. We are not fighting

anyone. We all have one common goal; to bring about change. Therefore

the media, women groups, government, policy makers and everyone
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should work together for this cause” (Interview with Karuhanga Maria

Gorette, Coordinator, CEEWA-Uganda).

However, one New Vision reporter stated that “women in the economic and social spheres

rarely suffer as victims of media negative portrayals. He added that it’s usually women in

the political arena who are stereotyped because they are always in the limelight and that

public is inquisitive about their ways of life. (Citing an example of former Vice President,

Specioza Kazibwe and Miria Matembe He further stated that it is the role of the media to

inform the public about its leaders; what they are contributing to the society and how they

live their lives. (New Vision reporter)

In the Fourth World Conference on Women, held in Beijing in 1995. It was realized that

as much as women have demonstrated considerable leadership in community and

informal organizations, as well as in public office, the socialization and negative

stereotyping of women and men, including stereotyping through the media, reinforces the

tendency for political decision-making to remain the domain of

men. (www.un.org/womenwatchldaw).

Most of the news published by New Vision and Daily Monitor newspapers mostly feature

politicians. The research revealed that women politicians occupy a bigger percentage of

women in the news. Even though they comprise of the biggest percentage in women’s

media coverage, they are usually stereotyped as incompetent and inefficient in their

positions.

Women with high political or administrative posifions are often portrayed as failures in

either their families or their work places. This is meant to suggest that women can’t

handle both responsibilities. If they are to succeed, they will succeed in one and not in

both, or fail in both. An example is the former VP, Wandera Kazibwe whose marital

problems and resignation as Vice President hit the front pages of the Ugandan dailies.

Another example is Matembe Miria, who lost her ministerial position. The media

reported about the above incidences for quite some time and never failed to mention that
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they were bound to happen. In an article, “Reshuffle: A setbackfor Women” (Women’s

Vision, June, 3rd 2003), the Vice President’s presence was described as “mere tokenism”.

In content analysis of 2000 newspapers, study findings show that most of the women

issues were mostly categorized under trivial, sexist and non-substantial news. In 2004,

media coverage on women’s issues tremendously shot up with most of the issues

considered developmental and positive. Women’s issues in the media cut across different

areas such as development, politics, education, reproductive health and beauty. However

in 2008, there was a substantial drop in the nature of women’s news with more focus on

reproductive health, domestic violence, human interest stories and beauty. Research

findings show that in 2008 alone, the biggest percentage of the stories was on women’s

reproductive health. This is no doubt a good step to empowering women. However, there

should be a balance in news that defines them as reproducers and news that highlights

their achievements as producers in the societal developments.

This proved that media stereotyped women as domesticated and more interested in

fashion and beauty with no other aspirations. Most articles defined women as mothers

and wives. In almost every issue of the Women ‘s Vision, such stories featured: “In five

years, Nabasaiwa got quadruplets, twins and trij,lets” (April, 15th, 2004), I breasifed

through pregnancy” (May 6th, 2004), “Give yoursetfa maternity break” (May 13th,

2004), “Exercising during pregnancy” (September, 9th, 2004). The study found that such

articles, especially when published frequently tend to stereotype women’s roles as limited

to only domestic work and reproduction.

The informants of the study mainly criticize the African culture and its beliefs about

women’s portrayal and stereotyping in the media. Like most African societies, Uganda is

a patriarchal society, with most of its setting centered around the belief that men are the

superiors in the society who provide for their families while women are the recipients.
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As elaborated by the media researcher Gerbner (1973), the mass media cultivates

attitudes and values which are already present in a culture: the media maintain and

propagate these values amongst members of a culture, thus binding it together (Gerbner;

1973)

Some informants blame the stereotyping of women in the media on women themselves.

This is mainly attributed to women in the journalism profession. Women journalists tend

to limit themselves from reporting ‘hard news’ and settle with reporting human interest

stories, beauty and fashion, food recipes and culture. Such fields are not considered hard

and so much of newsworthy as compared to the fields male journalists go for. (Politics,

finance, sports, etc)

In an interview with the Daily Monitor editor, he commented that women are believed to

make news more interesting and marketable. This, he attributed to women’s looks and

colourful, fashionable dressing which is most likely to capture the reader’s attention. This

was witnessed in one of the Daily Monitor ‘s advertisement that shows a young, attractive

woman on its billboards with the following words inscribed on it; “I discovered how to

make heads turn, from hard news to beauty “. Such an advertisement clearly shows how

the daily Monitor perceives the reader’s mind. It shows that women make news in trivial

matters which are not developmental.

This kind of negative portrayal not only undermines the women’s capabilities and

capacity to bring about a developmental change in the society but also limits women’s

access to a number of resources as they are considered idle in the development process. If

the media doesn’t recognize wothen’s contribution, then the society won’t recognize it

either because the media many times “sets the agenda” in telling people what to think.

The study also found that this under-representation and stereotyping of women in the

media is likely to limit the way the society perceives women. The society gets to believe

that women and other underrepresented groups in the media are unimportant and

incapable of bringing about any form of societal development.
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According to Karuhanga, this kind of portrayal causes a “bad drastic effect” on

development because if the media doesn’t empower the woman, then the family will

remain behind which in turn will have an effect on the entire nation.

5.4 Loopholes Hindering Effective Protection of Women’s Rights

5.4.1 Media Censorship

Media censorship has for long been practiced in many countries all over the world. The

notion of press freedom is a myth which is more of theoretical than practical.

Governments suppress and threaten most media organizations and journalists who are

anti-government. A lot of articles have also been put forward to suppress the freedom of

the media. Article 29 (la) of the Uganda constitution is in support of media freedom,

whereas the article is contradicted by article 41(1).

In this study, a larger percentage of the respondents agreed that media censorship was

one of the loopholes hindering effective distribution of information by the media. They

attributed this to the introduction of defamation and sedition which favors the

government and not the media.

5.4.2 Monetary influence

The major role of the media is to inform, educate and entertain the society. There should

be a balance between these roles. However, the research findings prove that must media

organizations are more of profit oriented than to perform the required roles. Most of the

respondents concurred to this, whereas others disputed the argument, saying that the

media has done a lot in dissemination and distribution of information to the masses.

In line with the above argument, a female respondent had this to say:

“We suffer discrimination in the society; our grievances are not properly

addressed by the media. Stories on celebrities and politicians feature

almost in all daily newspapers. Money is the game, and anything the

media considers ‘not selling’ is left out.
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5.4.3 Media Ownership

The Uganda Journalist Association and the Uganda Media Council stresses the

observance of objectivity and fairness over media reports. However, most media

organizations outline their own policies that the journalists should apply in the gathering

of information. In other words, anything considered not of newsworthy finds their way to

the dustbins.

Majority of the respondents agreed that media ownership hindered successful operation

ofjournalist, attributing this to the fact that most media organizations, demands the

follow-up of the house style which all journalists should adhere to. For example, “Red

Pepper” and “Daily Monitor, both have different house style policies and objectives.

Advertisements demands and limited space is also outlined as a hindering block to the

dissemination of information. No matter the number of stories collected, all of them

cannot feature on the newspapers. Some of them have to be cut out due to limited space,

and advertisements have also to be given pace, as this is the major source of income for

the media industry.

5.4.4 Imbalance in Media coverage

The use of English in the Daily newspapers publications was questioned by many

respondents. The respondents expressed that a lot of violations occur in rural settings and

not in urban centers. Most of the rural fellows are illiterate and channeling information

using English would be unfavorable to them. There is more need for women

empowerment and sensitization at the grass root levels, which can only be successful

through the use of a language, commonly understood by the rural people. An informed

society can deveftp, and if women are sensitized about their rights, then the cases of

rampant violations in the rural can be minimized.

The critics of this argument however, argued that the imbalance in the media coverage

favors the urban stories, than the rural happenings. In relation to women’s issues, the

media is also blamed as portraying more of sensational and human interest stories related

to women, rather than the ‘real’ hard news.
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5.4.5. Rampant Arrests

Fear among the Uganda journalists in covering stories termed as “threatening the

country’s security’ could not allow effective work of the media. Most journalists have

been threatened, tortured, humiliated and jailed over stories pointing on the government.

This further hinders the freedom of the press.

The study findings prove that rampant arrest is still a loophole witness by Uganda

journalists. Suggestions were further raised that the government should stop harassing the

journalists and allow them to perform their duties freely.

5.4.6 Ignorance and lack of awareness

The research study prove that majority of the respondents did not agree that ignorance

and lack of awareness compounded the activities of media practitioners. The Uganda

Media Council, demand that for one to be legalized as a journalist, he or she should have

a degree in journalism or its equivalent. Most respondents concurred to this, attributing it

to the fact that most of the media practitioners are qualified unlike the few who insisted

that most journalists cannot state even half a dozen of the rights stipulated in the 1948

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

5.5 Conclusions

World over, the mass media have the capacity of reinforcing or increasing the already

existing inequalities between the minority and the majority groups of the society.

Although the media have consistently stood out to report on women’s issues, the

stereotypical tendencies haven’t been erased completely. By this kind of portrayal, the

entire society gets to believe that women can’t do anything better besides their

responsibilities of mother and wife. The findings of the study proved that there are still a

lot of violation of women’s rights that occur on day-to-day basis but are left un addressed

by the media. Most of the violations occur in the rural setting where majority of the

women are illiterate or are not aware of their rights. Such women needed more

enlightenment and much attention on media portrayal of their issues.
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Still, basing on the findings of the study, a conclusion has been drawn that the New

Vision and The Daily Monitor newspapers haven’t fully contributed to the protection of

women’s rightsin both rural and urban areas.

Rural women have been marginalized greatly as compared to their urban counterparts.

Most of the women issues published by the media are urban-based and mainly targeting

the literate woman. Therefore, there is a need for the rural woman not only to have access

to information but to also be empowered by that information.

Furthermore, the research findings still expressed that there are existence of certain

loopholes which interfere with effective dissemination of information to the masses and

protection of women’s rights by the media, in particular. Such loopholes are created by

the media houses! media owners and even on other physical factors such as media

censorship, monetary influence, coverage of media issues, rampant arrests and ignorance

or lack of awareness. For effective distribution of information, the loopholes needed to

be done away with and this could not easily be achieved since the government also had a

hand in it is only by allowing the press and journalists to carry out their activities freely,

that we can talk of media having succeeded in performance of its roles.

In a nutshell, the protection and promotion of women’s rights is the success to

development, whether political, economic, or social, and men should always know that

“behind every successful man, there is a woman”.

5.6 Recommendations of the Study

As much as the media have tried to cover different issues that affect women, they should

create a balance between political, social and economic news. This is highly

recommended because from the study, it’s the role of the media to make sure that people

are informed, and through information, they became educated and empowered.
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The media should ‘engender’ its policies, especially concerning the number ofjournalists

and staff in decision making positions. This will in turn influence more coverage of

women issues especially in political and economic circles.

The few women in decision-making positions should strive to make changes starting

from their media houses up to policy makers by lobbying and advocating for an active

role that women play in every aspect of life.

The media should formulate strategies on how to fully empower the rural women through

more publications in vernacular. The New Vision sister newspapers are well known for

publishing ‘sensational’ and ‘human interest’ stories, which hardly have an impact on the

development process. Therefore, the media should fully use their opportunities of

reaching a wider number of people by including more news content that is likely to

empower the rural woman.

According to the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, “the empowerment of

women’s social, economic and political status is essential for the achievement of both

transparent and accountable government and administration and sustainable development

in all areas of life. Therefore, if information covering women’s issues isn’t fully covered

by the media, then the perception that women are just dependants will go on.

Furthermore, it is recommended that policy makers in Uganda highly consider the role of

media as a priority area in national development. From the study findings, it is clear that

any attempts to make access to information and communication part of development will

only be successful if the policy and decision-makers in Uganda fully realize the role of

the media in development.

From the study findings, it is recommended that journalists are trained in their profession

to fully understand how they should operate. An understanding of the law and the

different press codes of conduct is needed among practicing journalists. For example, by

law, Ugandan journalists are required to have a university degree in journalism or the
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equivalent before being granted a license from the media council. (Media Council,;

1995).

However, many unqualified journalists have sprung up and are able to obtain licenses

without the required qualifications. This is not only a danger to the journalism profession,

but it also has an effect on the content that is produced in the media, because such

journalists may not be professionally trained and skilled in the way they report news.

5.7 Need for Further Research

Various researches on women and women rights have been conducted by a number of

scholars all around the world. However, the role of the media has been undermined thus

being left out in a number of national policies and developmental programmes.

Therefore, there is still need for more research in this area. Not only in the field of

women’s rights, but also on women and development.

The fact that the study employed just two research techniques; content analysis and

interviews, and was limited to only two newspapers, it was only able to come up with

limited findings. Further research on the mainstream media is needed to come out with

strategies that would endeavor to incorporate the mainstream media into developmental

process.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Sir/madam,

The researcher is a Post Graduate Student in KIU, carrying a research on “The role of

Uganda media in protection of women’s Rights”. Case study, “The New Vision” and the

‘Daily Monitor Newspapers.

This research is a partial fulfillment for the award of a master degree in MA Human

Rights and Development of Kampala International University.

Dear respondents, you are therefore requested to spare some few minutes of your

precious time to fill this questionnaire and all the information given will be treated with

the confidentiality it deserves.

Name;

Sex: Female I Male

Age group: 18-25 I 25-32! 32-39! I 39-46!

46 and above!_______

Marital status: Singlel I Married L I Divorced ________

Educational level: Primary _______ Secondary ~J Tertiary I_______

University I

I. What newspapers do you prefer to read?

I___ I I
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The New Vision The Daily Monitor others, specify

2. I-low often do you read them? Daily~ Weekly ______On weekends I______
Others, specify ________

3. Which pages are you more interested in, give reasons for your preference

4. How do you access the papers, do you buy your own copy?

5. In your opinion, does the press in Uganda represent Women’s interests? Elaborate your

answer

6. What images of women are portrayed in the print media?

7. In your opinion, do you think the media has done enough to sensitize women and to

emancipate them?

8. Objectivity is one of the pillars ofjournalism; to what extent do you think the press in

Uganda is fair and objective in its coverage?

9. How does your organization or community treat women, is it fair, favored or

discriminated? Elaborate your answer

10. Would you encourage more women to join journalism as a career, why?

11. What other issues would you like the media to address concerning women, feel free

to give more suggestions
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Appendix B

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR KEY INFORMANTS

Name

Sex~

Position

Number of years in service

1. Has your status ever received any case of women’s rights violation?

Agree ________ Disagree I Neutral ________

2. How many cases do you receive monthly?

l-l0~

11-201

Morel______

3. a) Do you agree that certain cultural! traditional practices perpetuate incidents of

women’s rights violation?

Agree!________ Disagree I________ Neutrall________

b) If you agree, then give examples of the cultural practices that perpetuate violence

4. a) Do you agree that men do take advantage of culture to abuse women of their

rights?

Agree!________ Disagree I Neutral!________

b) if you agree, then give examples of the cultural beliefs that justify men to violate

women’s rights?

5. Apart from the role played by the media, what other mechanisms can be adopted

to enhance the promotion of women’s rights?
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6. Are you aware of international, regional or national instruments that protect

women of their rights?
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Appendix C

INTERVIEW GUIDE! FOCUSED GROUP DISCUSSION GUIDE

Name

Sex~

AgeS

Educational Level~

Marital Status~

1. What do you understand by the term Human Rights?

2. a) Do you agree that certain cultural practices predispose women to human rights

violations?

Agree I Disagree I Neutral [J

b) If you agree, give examples

3. In your own opinion, what can be done to prevent further scourge of violation of

women’s rights?

4. What images of women are portrayed in your community, and how are women

treated?

5. Do you think that cultural practices are instrumental in perpetuating women’s

rights violations? Elaborate

6. What roles has the Uganda print media played in protection of women’s rights?

7. What do you think should be done to prevent further scourge of violation of

women’s rights2
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Appendix D

Many Voices, One World

The MacBride Report 1980

Source: Unesco, Many Voices, One World, Paris:Unesco, 1980.

“Conclusions and Recommendations: Introduction and Part I.”

Conclusions and recommendations

1. Our review of communication the world over reveals a variety of solutions

adopted in different countries-in accordance with diverse traditions, patterns of

social, economic and cultural life, needs and possibilities. This diversity is

valuable and should be respected; there is no place for the Universal application

of preconceived models. Yet it should be possible to establish, in broad outline,

common aims and common values in the spheres of communication, based on

common interests in a world of interdependence. The whole human race is

threatened by the arms race and by the persistence of unacceptable global

inequalities, both o ~ ‘.vhich generate tensions and which jeopardize its future and

even its survival. The contemporary situation demands a better more just and

more democratic social order, and the realization offundamental human rights.

These goals can be achieved only through understanding and tolerance gained in

large part by free, open and balanced communications.

2. The review has also shown that the utmost importance should be given to

eliminating imbalances and disparities in communication and its structures, and

particularly in information flows. Developing countries need to reduce their

dependence, and claim a new more just and more equitable order in the field of

communication. This issue has been fully debated in various settings; the time has

now come to move from principles to substantive reforms and concrete action.
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3. Our conclusions are founded on the firm conviction that communication is a basic

individual right, as well as a collective one required by all communities and

nations.

Freedom of information and more specifically, the right to seek, receive and impart

information, is a fundamental human right; indeed, a prerequisite for many others.

The inherent nature of communication means that its fullest possible exercise and

potential depend on the surrounding political, social and economic conditions, the

most vital of the se being democracy within countries and equal, democratic relations

between them. It is in this context that the democratization of communication at

national and international levels, as well as the larger role of communication in

democratizing society, acquires utmost importance.

4. For these purposes, it is essential to develop comprehensive national

communication policies linked to overall social, cultural and economic

development objectives. Such policies should evolve from broad consultations

with all sectors concerned and adequate mechanisms for wide participation of

organized social groups in their definition and implementation. National

governments as much as the international community should recognize the

urgency of according communications higher priority in planning and funding.

Every country should develop its communication patterns in accordance with its

own conditions, needs and traditions, thus strengthening its integrity,

independence and self-reliance.

5. The basic considerations which are developed at length in the body of our Report

are intended to provide a framework for the development of a new information

and communication order. We see its implementation as an ongoing process of

change in the nature of elations between and within nations in the field of

communication. Imbalances in national information and communication systems

are as a disturbing and unacceptable as social, economic, cultural and

technological (both national and international) disparities. Indeed, rectification of

the latter is inconceivable in any true or lasting sense without elimination of the
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former. Crucial decisions concerning communication decisions are not merely the

concern of professionals, researchers, or scholars, nor can they be the sole

prerogative of those holding political or economic power. The decision- making

process has to involve social participation at all levels. This calls for new attitudes

for overcoming stereotyped thinking and to promote more understanding of

diversity and plurality, with full respect for the dignity and equality of people’s

living in different ways.

Thus our call for reflection and action is addressed to governments and international

organizations, to policy makers and planners, to the media and professional

organizations, to researchers, communication practitioners, to organized social groups

and the public at large.

1. Strengthening Independence and self reliance

Coin in unication Policies

All individuals and people collectively have an inalienable right to a better life which,

whosoever conceived, must ensure asocial minimum nationally and globally. This

calls for the strengthening ofcapacities and the elimination ofgross inequalities;

such defects may threaten social harmony and even international peace. There must

be a measured movement from disadvantage and dependence to sei~f reliance and the

creation ofmore equal opportunities. Since communication is interwoven with every

aspect of life, it is clearly of the utmost importance that the existing ‘communication

gap’ be rapidly narrowed and eventually eliminated.

We recommend:

6. Communication be no longer regarded merely as an incidental service and its

development left to chance. Recognition of its potential warrants the formulation

by all nations, and particularly developing countries, of comprehensive

communication policies linked to overall social, cultural, economic and political

goals. Such policies should be based on inter-ministerial and interdisciplinary

consultations with broad public participation. The object must be to utilize the

unique capacities of each form of communication, from interpersonal and
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traditional to the most modern, to make people and societies aware of their rights,

harmonize unity in diversity, and foster the growth of individuals and

communities within the wider frame of national development in an independent

world.

7. As language embodies the cultural experience of people all languages should be

adequately developed to serve the complex and diverse requirements of modern

communication. Developing nations and multilingual societies need to evolve

language policies that promote all national languages even while selecting some,

where necessary, for more wide spread use in communication, higher education

and administration. There is also need in certain situations for the adaptation,

simplification, and standardization of scripts and development of keyboards,

preparation of dictionaries and modernized system of language learning,

transcription of literature in widely-spoken national facilities now under

experimentation for cross-cultural communication to bridge linguistic divides

should also be envisaged.

8. A primary policy objective should be to make elementary education available to

all and to wipe out illiteracy, supplementing formal schooling systems with non-

formal education and enrichment within appropriate structures of continuing and

distance learning (through radio, television and colTespondence).

9. Within the framework of national development policies, each country will have to

work out its own set of priorities, bearing in mind that it will not be possible to

move in all directions at the same time. But, as far as resources allow,

communication policies should aim at stimulating and encouraging all means of

communication.
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Strengthening Capacities

Communication policies should offer a guide to the determination of information and

media priorities and to the selection ofappropriate technologies. This is required to

plan the installation and development ofadequate infrastructure to provide se~f

reliant communications capacity.

We recommend:

10. Developing countries take specific measures to establish or develop essential

elements of their communication systems: print media, broadcasting and

telecommunications along with the related training and production facilities.

11. Strong national news agencies are vital for improving each country’s national and

international reporting. Where viable, regional networks should be set up to increase

news flows and serve all the major language groups in the area. Nationally, the

agencies should buttress the growth of both urban and rural newspapers to serve as

the core of a country’s news collection and distribution system,

12. National book production should be encouraged and accompanied by the

establishment of a distribution network for books, newspapers and periodicals. The

stimulation of works by national authors in various languages should be promoted.

13. The development of comprehensive national radio networks, capable of reaching

remote areas should take priority over the development of television, which however,

should be encouraged where appropriate. Special attention should be given to areas

where illiteracy is prevalent.

14. National capacity for producing broadcast materials is necessary to obviate

dependence on external resources over and beyond desirable program exchange. This

capacity should include national or regional broadcasting, film and documentary

production centers with a basic distribution network.
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15. Adequate educational and training facilities are required to supply personnel for

the media and production organizations, as well as managers, tecimicians and

maintenance personnel. In this regard, co-operation between neighboring countries

and within regions should be encouraged.

Basic Needs

All nations have to make choices in investment priorities. In choosing between

possible alternatives and often conflicting interests, developing countries, in

particular~ must give priority to satisfying their people ‘s essential needs.

Communication is not only a system ofpublic information, but also integral part of

education and development.

We recommend:

16. The communication component in all development projects should receive

adequate financing. So-called “development support communications” are essential

for mobilizing initiatives and providing information required for action in all fields of

development, agriculture, health and family planning, education, religion, industry

and so on.

17, Essential communication which needs to be met includes the extension of basic

postal services and telecommunication networks through small rural electronic

exchanges.

18. The development of a community press in rural areas and small towns would not

only provide print support for economic and social extension activities. This would

also facilitate the production of functional literature for neo-literates as well.

19. Utilization of local radio, low-cost small format television and video systems and

other appropriate technologies would facilitate production of programs relevant to

community development efforts, stimulate participation and provide opportunity for

diversified cultural expression.
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20. The educational and informational use of communication should be given equal

priority with entertainment. At the same time, education systems should prepare

young people for communication activities. Introduction of pupils at primary and

secondary levels to the forms and uses of the means of communication (how to read

newspapers, evaluate radio and television programs, use elementary audio-visual

techniques and apparatus) should permit the young to understand reality better and

enrich their knowledge of current affairs and problems.

21. Organization of community listening and viewing groups could in certain

circumstances widen both entertainment and educational opportunities. Education and

information activities should be supported by different facilities ranging from mobile

book, tape and film libraries to programmed instruction through “schools of the air”.

22. Such activities should be aggregated wherever possible in order to create vibrant

local communication resource centers for entertainment, education, information

dissemination and cultural exchange. They should be supported by decentralized

media production centers; educational and extension services should be location

specific if they are to be credible and accepted.

23. It is not sufficient to urge that communication be given a high priority in national

development; possible sources of investment finance must be identified. Among these

could be differential communication pricing must be identified. Among these could

be differential communication pricing policies that would place large burdens on

more prosperous urban and elite groups; the taxing of commercial advertising may

also be envisaged for this purpose.

Particular Challenges

We havefocused on national efforts which must be made to lead to greater

independence and sejf reliance. But there are three major challenges to this goal that

require concerted international action. Simply put, these are paper, tariffstructures

and the electro-magnetic spectrum.
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We recommend:

24. A major international research and development effort to increase the supply of

paper. The worldwide shortage of paper, including newsprint and its escalating cost

impose crushing burdens upon struggling newspapers, periodicals and the publication

industry, above all in the developing countries. Certain ecological constraints have

also emerged. Unesco, in collaboration with FAQ, should take urgent measures to

identify and encourage production of paper and newsprint either by recycling paper or

from new sources of feedstock in addition to the wood pulp presently produced

largely by certain northern countries. Kenaf, bagasse, tropical woods and grasses

could possibly provide alternative sources. Initial experiments are encouraging and

need to be supported and multiplied.

25. Tariffs for new transmission, telecommunication rates and air mail charges for the

dissemination of news, transport of newspapers, periodicals, books and audio-visual

materials are one of the main obstacles to a free and balanced flow of information.

This situation must be corrected, especially in the case of developing countries,

through a variety of national and international initiatives. Governments should in

particular examine the policies and practices of their post and telegraph authorities.

Profits or Revenues should not be the primary aim of such agencies. They are

instruments for policy-making and planned development in the field of information

culture. Their tariffs should be in line with larger national goals. International action

is also necessary to alter telecommunication tariffs that militate heavily against small

and peripheral users. Current international consultations on this question may be

brought to early fruition, possibly at the October l98Osession of the 154 nation

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee, which should have

before it specific proposals made by a Unesco-sponsored working group on “Low

Telecommunication Rates” (November 1979) Unesco might, in cooperation with ITU

also sponsor an overall study on international telecommunications services by means

of satellite transmission in collaboration with intelsat, Interspuntik and user country

representatives to make proposals for international and regional co-ordination or

geostationary satellite development. The study should also include investigation of
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the possibility and practicalities of discounts for transmission of news and preferential

rates for certain types of transmission to and frnm developing countries. Finally,

developing countries should investigate the possibility of negotiating preferential

tariffs on bilateral or regional basis.

26. The electro-magnetic spectrum and geostationary orbit, and natural resources

should be more equitably shared as the common property of mankind. For the

purpose, we welcome the decisions taken by the World Administrative Radio

Conference (WARC), Geneva, September-November 1979, to convene a series of

special conference over the next few years on certain specific topics to the utilization

of these resources.
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Appendix E

ARTICLES ADDRESSING WOMEN ISSUES

1. Articles in 1995 Uganda Constitution

Article 21(1)

All persons are equal before and under the law in all spheres of political, economic,

social and cultural life and in every other respect and shall enjoy equal protection of the

law.

Article 29 (la)

Every person shall have the right to freedom of speech, which shall include freedom of

the press and other media.

Article 30

All persons have a right to education.

Article 31(1)

A man and a woman are entitled to marry only if they are each of the age of eighteen

years and above and are entitled at that age —

a) To found a family; and

b) To equal rights and in marriage, during marriage and its dissolution

Article 31(2)

Parliament shall make appropriate laws for the protection of the rights of widows and

widowers to inherit the property of their deceased spouses and to enjoy parental rights

over other children.

Article 32(1)

Notwithstanding anything in this constitution, the state shall take affirmative action in

favor of groups marginalized on the basis of gender, age, disability, or any other reason
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created by history, tradition, or custom for the purpose of redressing imbalances which

exist against them.

Article 33(1)

Women shall be accorded full and equal dignity of the person with men.

Article 33(4)

Women shall have the right to equal treatment with men and that the right shall include

equal opportunities in political, economic, and social activities.

Article 38(1)

Every Uganda citizen has the right to participate in the affairs of government,

individually or through his or her representatives in accordance with law.

Article 41(1)

Every citizen has a right of access to information in the possession of the state or any

other organ or agency of the state except where the release of the information is likely to

prejudice the security or sovereignty of the state or interfere with the right to the privacy

of any other person.

Article 78(lb)

Parliament shall consist of one woman representative for every district.

2. Articles in Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Article 1

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with

reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
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Article 2

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration, without

distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, age, religion, political or

other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

Article 7

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal

protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any

incitement to such discrimination.

Article 16(1)

Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality, or religion

have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to

marriage, during marriage and its dissolution.

Article 17

Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.

3. Articles From Other Sources

The international Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights article 66

provides for enjoyment of all equal rights set forth in civil and political rights.

Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women

(CEDAW) deals purely on the issue of violence against women. It provides for definition

of the word discrimination which was adopted.

The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights provides that every individual

shall enjoy rights without discrimination basing on sex. Every individual shall be entitled

to equal treatment before the law, article 3(2). Article 18(2) provides that states have a

duty to protect the family. Article 18(3) provides that the state shall ensure the
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elimination of every form of discrimination against women and shall ensure protection of

the rights of women and children as stipulated in the International Conventions and

Declaration.

Section 19(1) of Divorce Act provides that a wife in whose property a husband has

acquired an interest by virtue of the marriage may if deserted by him, apply to court for

an order to protect any property she may have obtained or may obtain after the desertion.

S. 23 and S. 24 of Divorce Act permits a wife to petition for alimony before or after

permanent dissolution of marriage.

Section 19. of land Amendment Act 2004 introduces a new section 38(A) for the

protection of spouses from eviction or denial of use of land. It provides that spouses shall

have security of occupancy on family land.

Mortgage Bill, 2003. The mortgage Bill proposes a provision that requires the mortgage

to ensure that the consent of the spouse of matrimonial home is a genuine consent. In

order to establish that the consent of the spouse required for a matrimonial home is a

genuine consent, the mortgage will be required to ensure that he/she has explained the

tenris and presence of an “independent person”. The mortgage Bill therefore proposes to

fill in the gaps that exist in the Mortgage Act and to strengthen the provisions of the Land

Act on consent by spouses to transactions on family land.

The Succession Act, Cap 162. Section 1(a) (ii) Distribution of the state of a male person

dying interstate, the wife shall recievel5%.

Succession Amendment Bill, the proposed bill suggests an amendment of S.25 by

providing that the property of the deceased, except the matrimonial home, devolves to the

personal representative of the deceased for the benefit of those entitled to it. By this

amendment, the right of the widow to remain in possession of the matrimonial home is

recognized.
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pregnancy, conferment and the postnatal period, granting free services where necessary

as well as ade’~uate nutrition during pregnancy and location.
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